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ABSTRACT  

Spin orbit torque driven switching is a favourable way to manipulate nanoscale magnetic objects 

for both memory and wireless communication devices. The critical current required to switch 

from one stored magnetic state to another depends on the multilayer structure of the device and 

the intrinsic properties of the materials used, which are difficult to control on a local scale. Here 

we demonstrate how focused helium ion beam irradiation can be used to modulate the local 

magnetic anisotropy of a Co thin film at the microscopic scale. In-situ characterisation using the 

anomalous Hall effect showed up to an order of magnitude reduction of the magnetic anisotropy 

under irradiation in real-time, and using this, a multi-level storage element is demonstrated. The 

result is that current-driven spin-switching, with as little as 800 kA cm -2 can be achieved on 

predetermined areas of the film without the need for physical material patterning. 

MAIN TEXT

Spin transport across material interfaces is sensitive to the electronic and structural nature of the 

interface.  Since the discovery of giant  magnetoresistance  in  the late  1980’s1,2 through to the 

theoretical3 and experimental realisation of spin transfer torque4,5, the field of spintronics has 

grown steadily, with modern data storage already exploiting conventional spin transfer torque to 

change magnetisation states in magnetic tunnel junctions6. Spin orbit torque (SOT) switching, on 

the other hand, is a relatively young field7–9, relying on the spin Hall9 and Rashba10 effects to 

manipulate static and dynamic magnetisation states by the flow of electrical current in adjacent 

heavy metal (HM) layers. In contrast to spin-transfer-torque MRAMs11, SOT devices require less 

demanding 3D fabrication, greatly simplifying their production. Moreover, their planar nature 
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allows for easy visualisation and easier exploitation of the stray magnetic fields in applications 

such as reprogrammable magnetic domain configurations for spin-wave logic12.

 The present drive to reduce switching currents and energy consumption is constrained by the 

selection of materials necessary to switch a magnetic domain  via SOT. Similarly, real devices 

require  multi-step  nanofabrication  to  define  memory  storage  cells.  Here  we  present  a  new 

method to both reduce the switching currents, and to avoid multi-step lithography by using He+ 

irradiation  to locally  modify  the material  properties  in a  single layer.  Consequently,  we can 

reduce the critical  current density in a macroscopic device by almost an order of magnitude. 

Furthermore,  we  demonstrate  how  in-situ electrical  measurement  during  irradiation  allows 

precise control over the manipulation of the perpendicular  magnetic  anisotropy, capturing its 

evolution as a function of ion dose, making possible high-precision control and reproducibility of 

the process.

Light  ion  irradiation  can  lead  to  structural  reorganization  of  stable  material  phases  while 

preserving overall atomic composition with little to no topological damage13. This allows for the 

reduction of PMA in thin magnetic multilayers14,15, which is caused by the intermixing of layers 

and increase of interfacial  roughness13.  Furthermore,  He+ and Ar+ broad-beam irradiation  has 

been used to tailor SOT driven domain-wall dynamics16, improve the spectral linewidth of SOT 

nano-oscillators17, and reduce the critical current density to switch the magnetisation of extended 

thin  films  via  SOT18.  Patterned  magnetic  anisotropy  using  broad  beam irradiation  has  been 

demonstrated using shadow masks, but the smallest patterned volumes are mostly determined by 

the lithography process rather than the ion-beam interaction volume.15 On the contrary, focused 

helium  ion  beams  allow  precise  control  of  perpendicular  magnetic  anisotropy19,20 and 

magnetisation21 on the order of the diameter of the ion beam (< 2 nm)22. 
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Samples of Ta(5)/Pt(2)/Co(1.0)/W(1.5)/Pt(1.5)/Ta(1.5) were prepared by magnetron sputtering 

on Si wafers, and patterned into 10 µm Hall bar structures by a combination of UV lithography, 

ion milling and lift-off. An asymmetric stack of Pt, Co, and W was chosen, as the opposite spin 

Hall angles of the Pt-Co and Co-W interfaces is known to maximise SOT switching efficiency23. 

SQUID  magnetometry  on  unpatterned  films  with  the  substrate  orientated  parallel  and 

perpendicular to the applied field indicated robust PMA (Fig. 1a),  as expected for a sub-nm Co 

film24, with an effective anisotropy field of 1.28 T, and a saturation magnetisation µ0Ms of 1.02 

T. Anomalous Hall effect measurements confirmed that the PMA remains intact on the patterned 

Hall bars (Figs. 1b,c). Here, we found square hysteresis loops and coercivities of ~20 mT (Fig. 

1b)  for  magnetic  fields  applied  perpendicular  to  the  film  along  z,  and  effective  magnetic 

anisotropies  of  well  over  1  T  (Fig.  1c)  for  hard  axis  measurements  (along  x).  At  positive 

saturation (+mz), the anomalous Hall resistance is 0.59 Ω.

Current-induced (Ix) switching measurements under a bias field µ0Hx = 150 mT (Fig 1d) yield a 

critical current density, Jc, of 6.0 MA/cm² for full magnetisation reversal in the microfabricated 

structure. To minimise thermal effects while sweeping the current, Ix was pulsed for a duration of 

2 ms, with a delay of 1 s between subsequent pulses, i.e., a duty cycle of 0.2%. Similar to the 

field driven switching in Fig. 1b, there is only one step and the saturated state has a resistance of 

0.57 Ω.

The patterned devices  were locally  irradiated  with  helium ions  with a  30 kV acceleration 

voltage  using  an  Orion  Nanofab+  helium  ion  microscope  system,  while  in  real  time,  we 

monitored the evolution of the anomalous Hall resistance in-situ. This electrical characterisation 

system consists of four Kleindieck MM3A micromanipulators which allow three-dimensional 

positioning of the contacting needles in a high vacuum environment (see Fig. 2a). A Keithley 
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2400 source meter was used to apply current and read the voltage drop corresponding to the 

longitudinal and transverse resistances. A current of 1 mA applied along the  x-axis is used to 

probe the evolution of the anomalous Hall resistance close to zero applied magnetic field.

During irradiation, the anomalous Hall resistance steadily decreases (Fig. 2b) until a critical 

dose of 35 ions/nm² is  reached,  and a  sharp switching is  observed.  The sharp fall  in  R is 

complete  at  37 ions/nm².  The total  fall  of resistance  (0.52 Ω) is  close to  the full  deflection 

observed  in  the  ex-situ measurements  shown in  Fig.  1,  marked  as  a  grey  dashed  line,  and 

indicates a reduced effective anisotropy field in the irradiated zone (HK2) compared to that of the 

extended structure (HK1) (Fig. 2b). The layer intermixing introduced by irradiation gives control 

over Keff, and HK2 thus becomes an experimentally tuneable parameter. Although the irradiations 

were  carried  out  over  the  complete  area  of  the  Hall  cross,  as  shown in  Fig.  2c,  the  close 

proximity  of  the  unirradiated  areas  allow for  residual  information  from those  regions  to  be 

gathered in the Hall loops, leading to the offset of ~0.1 Ω in Fig. 2b. 

We selected four doses along this irradiation curve to demonstrate the ease of applying this 

technique to the reduction of critical currents for spin orbit torque switching. Figure 2d shows the 

corresponding anomalous Hall response versus µ0Hx. for 1, 20, 30, and 50 ions/nm². Aside from 

the reduction in magnetic anisotropy field, evidenced by the saturation of RAHE at lower in-plane 

applied fields, several steps are observed in the anomalous Hall loops for irradiation doses ≥30 

ions/nm2.  The  additional  steps  correspond  to  the  unchanged  anisotropy  in  the   unirradiated 

adjacent regions. This offset is highly dependent on the accuracy of overlaying the irradiation 

box with the junction area, and the residual Hall resistance is never precisely the same for each 

junction. However, the multi-step switching, as seen in Fig, 2d, is always a result of the reversal 

of neighbouring regions adjoint the Hall cross. 
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Assuming coherent rotation of the magnetisation, the normalised first quadrant magnetisation, 

M z
' , (Fig. 2e) can be fitted with25

M z
' =√1−( μ0 H x

μ0 H K
)

2

(1)

which yields the magnetic anisotropy field, µ0HK, as a function of irradiation dose (Fig. 2f). We 

observe a continuous decrease in the anisotropy field, from 1.32 T for as-deposited films, to as 

small as 0.12 T for samples irradiated beyond the critical dose of 35 ions/nm2. The saturation 

magnetisation,  Ms,  (Fig.  2f)  was determined  from the  relative  change in  the  saturation  Hall 

resistance  with  ion dose.  Ms is  reduced at  higher  ion  doses,  due  to  alloying of  the  Co/HM 

interfaces, but is less sensitive than the magnetic anisotropy field, HK, only reducing to 86% of 

the initial value compared to 33% for the anisotropy field after a dose of 30 ions/nm2. 

Both  the  HK and  Ms play  an  important  role  in  current-induced  SOT  switching.  Under  a 

macrospin  approximation  with  the  condition  H x≪ H K,  where  H x is  a  magnetic  bias  field 

applied in-plane, the critical current density, Jc, required to switch the magnetisation direction of 

a magnetic state (in SI units) is26

Jc=
2 eμ0 M st f

ℏ θSH
(H K

2
−

H x

√2 )
(2)

where e is the electronic charge,  ℏ  is the reduced Planck constant,  tf is the magnetic free-layer 

thickness, and θSH is the spin Hall angle. However, when the applied field is comparable to the 

anisotropy, as we find for increased ion doses, the critical current density can instead be written 

as26
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Jc=
2 eμ0 M st f

ℏ θSH
(√ H K

2

32
[8+20 b2−b4−b (8+b2)3/2])
(3)

where b=H x / HK . The effect of ion dose on Jc is initially minimal for doses up to 20 ions/nm2 

(Figs. 2f, 3a, & Table 1), with Jc
−¿ ¿

 reducing from -6.0 to -5.0 MA cm-2 (for µ0Hx = 150 mT). For 

30 ions/nm2, close to the critical dose, the critical current density is, however, reduced by almost 

one order of magnitude to -800 kA cm-². At larger doses, 50 ions nm-², we only observe the 

switching in the peripheral regions adjacent to the Hall cross. 

Nonetheless,  reducing  the  critical  current  density  is  not  the  sole  criterion  for 

improvement  of  SOT switching  of  magnet  states.  Additionally,  we define  a  SOT switching 

efficiency, being the ratio of the magnetic energy barrier (KU) per unit area (in the magnetic free 

layer tf) versus the electrical power (P) per unit area (in the entire stack thickness, d) required to 

switch the magnetic state, in units of seconds: 

η=
KU t f

Pd
=

μ0 M s (HK−H x) t f

2J c
2 ρd

(4)

where  ρ is the total resistivity of the device. Defined in this way, the switching efficiency of 

different material systems can be compared, so long as the bias fields are similar. If this is not the 

case, substituting Jc from eq. (2) into (4) under the condition H x≪ H K, leads to an intrinsic SOT 

efficiency for PMA systems:

ηi=
ℏ 2θSH

2

2 μ0 M s H K e2 ρd t f

(5)

The advantage of eq. (4) is that it depends solely on intrinsic material properties, and not on the 

experimental  conditions,  thus  making  it  a  more  transparent  comparator  between  different 
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reported systems. Its drawback is that it is based on a macrospin approximation, which cannot 

consider a multidomain response, and overestimates the critical current density by a factor 10 -

100. 

Nevertheless,  this  expression illustrates  that  to  achieve  large switching efficiencies,  a 

minimal amount of conductive material must be used, while retaining a large spin Hall angle and 

a  small  anisotropy  field.  Similar  to  Jc,  we  find  there  is  negligible  change  in  the  intrinsic 

switching efficiency, ηi, for irradiation doses < 20 ion nm-2, which remains close to 15 fs (Table 

1), increases to a maximum of 53 fs at 30 ions nm-2. In contrast the experimental efficiency, η, is 

initially ~110 ps, and drops at 20 ions nm-2 to 68 ps, before then increasing to its maximum of 

1382 at 30 ions nm-2, an order of magnitude improvement upon the virgin state. In all cases, the 

switching  efficiency  compares  favourably  to  the  literature  (listed  in  Table  2),  which  have 

efficiencies  typically  of order  0.1 -  10 ps, with a maximum of 201 ps found for insulating 

barium ferrite on Pt27, and 106 ps for metallic Pt/Co/Cr/Ta multilayers28.

Returning  to  the  SOT  switching  for  30  ions/nm²,  shown  in  Fig.  3a,  we  sketch  the 

magnetic  states  at  points 1,  2,  3  and 4 in  Fig.  3b.  As the interior  of the Hall  cross  can be 

addressed separately to the rest of device, this forms a two-state system that can be addressed 

electrically  as  shown in  Fig.  3a,  or  magnetically  as  shown in  Figs.  2c  and  3c,d.  Electrical 

switching involves applying a bias in-plane field (here 150 mT), and pulsing currents in a range 

of ± 3 mA to ensure switching of only the irradiated region. This leads to a switch between states 

1 and 2, or 3 and 4 in (Fig. 3a,b). Otherwise pulsing currents of order ± 7.5 mA switches the  

magnetisation of the entire device between states 1 and 3 (Fig. 3a,b). Magneto-optic Kerr effect 

(MOKE) imaging under magnetic fields normal to the device (µ0Hz) confirms that the entire 

irradiated  region  switches  independently  from  the  rest  of  the  device,  Fig.  3c.  Individual 
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hysteresis loops for the irradiated (30 ions nm-2) and nonirradiated regions (as-dep1, as-dep2) are 

shown in Fig. 3d. The irradiated and unirradiated regions exhibit  coercivities which are well 

spaced in magnetic field, µ0Hc = 5 mT and µ0Hc = 16 mT, respectively. The reader is directed to 

the supplementary video 1 to view the full magnetisation response during a field sweep.

Although there is an equivalence between electrical and magnetic switching, electrical SOT 

switching is more robust to variability in lithographic processing of the Hall bars than magnetic 

switching. This is because the former depends on the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of a 

device, compared to coercivity for the latter. We find less than 1% variation in the magnetic 

anisotropy for the non-irradiated devices, µ0HK =1.32 ± 0.01 T, as the anisotropy is determined 

by the deposition process, which in bulk, non-patterned, thin films is 1.28 ± 0.05 T. In contrast, 

we find a 26% variation of coercivity in the same devices,  14 ± 4 mT, reflecting the strong 

dependence of the coercivity on the lithographic processing and slight variations in dimensions 

of the Hall bars. Since we address the anisotropy directly with ion irradiation, this illustrates the 

advantageous precision and robustness of focussed ion beam irradiation for magnetic element 

patterning compared to material removal.

In order to assess the suitability of the device as a memory storage element, we analyse the 

effect of He+ irradiation on the thermal stability of the created magnetic bits. As expected, the 

reduction  in  Jc does  come  at  the  cost  of  thermal  stability,  Δ=K eff V /k B T ,  where  V  is  the 

magnetic element volume k B is Boltzmann’s constant and T  is temperature. However, even for a 

1 nm thick, 32 nm sided element, i.e. a 1024 nm3 volume, ∆ = 64 for doses as high as 20 ions nm-

2,  more than the 10-year stability  criterion of 60 used in magnetic recording29.   Close to the 

critical dose, at 30 ions nm-2, ∆ drops to 38—the equivalent of 95% data retention for 16 days30—

but unlike data storage, long-term stability is not critical to all applications. In fact, weakly bi-
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stable devices can be suitable for spin Hall oscillators, where the strength and modulation of spin 

wave propagation  depends on the magnetic  anisotropy31.  Furthermore,  the reduction  in  local 

magnetic  anisotropy allows for minimal  losses during magnetisation switching.  This level of 

control highlights the effectiveness of this method to tailor the switching current density in PMA 

multilayers. 

In summary, a He+ microscope has been used to perform mask-less light-ion irradiation on 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy stacks for local control of the SOT switching properties. In-

situ electrical measurements of anisotropy reduction provides real-time control of the anisotropy, 

allowing  accurate  determination  of  the  critical  dose  needed  to  reach  a  desired  value  of  the 

anisotropy, up to the transition to in-plane magnetic anisotropy. The corresponding reduction in 

critical  current  densities  for  SOT  switching  are  nearly  linear  with  decreasing  anisotropy. 

Irradiation at doses just below the critical dose allow us to achieve almost an order of magnitude 

control over the critical current required for robust switching, and DC switching current densities 

as low as 800 kA cm-2 are achieved,  which we believe is the lowest to date.  Moreover,  the 

switching efficiency of 1381 ps is an order of magnitude larger than previous state of the art. It 

illustrates the unique advantages of this approach, and opens the door to preferential switching of 

predetermined  areas  of  the  sample,  limited  by  the  nm-resolution  of  the  He+ ion  beam 

microscopy, while preserving the flat topography of the initial magnetic stack.
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Figure 1. a) SQUID-VSM magnetometry parallel (Mx) and perpendicular (Mz) to the substrate. 

The anomalous Hall resistance of virgin junctions versus  b) µ0Hz;  c) µ0Hx; and  d) applied DC 

pulse current, Ix, under a bias field of µ0Hx = 150 mT. 
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Figure 2. a) False coloured helium ion microscopy image of the in-situ contacting of a 10 µm 

Hall  bar  structure.  The grey areas  are  the gold contact  pads,  the  green stripe represents  the 

magnetic  multilayer  under  investigation  and red denotes  the needle probes.  One such image 

corresponds to a dose of only 0.1 ions/nm². An overlay schematic shows the current and voltage 

lines  used.  b) In-situ change  in  anomalous  Hall  resistivity  as  a  function  of  irradiation  dose 

between 0 and 70 ions/nm².  c) Schematic  of the local  irradiation process, whereby the local 

anisotropy is reduced due to interface mixing of the upper and lower Co / HM interfaces. d) Ex-

situ RAHE versus µ0Hx curves at selected doses marked in a): 1 ion/nm², 20 ions/nm², 30 ions/nm², 

and 50 ions/nm². e)  Normalised magnetisation from d) for all irradiated and virgin samples, with 

solid line fits using eq. (1) to determine the anisotropy field, as a function of irradiation dose; f) 

Anisotropy field and saturation magnetisation determined from  ex-situ  anomalous Hall  effect 

loops.
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Figure 3. a) Current driven SOT switching curves at the same doses as Fig. 2 under a bias field 

of  µ0Hx =  150  mT;  b) Schematic  of  4  distinct  magnetic  configurations  achievable  through 

electric  current  switching,  numbered 1–4 in  30 ions nm-2 sub-panel  of  panel  a);  c) MOKE 

images of the Hall bar under 4 different external fields, µ0Hz, displaying the 4 different magnetic 

states shown in panel b; d) MOKE-acquired hysteresis loops for the device receiving a dose of 

30 ions nm-2 at three different 10  10 µm2 areas: one irradiated region and two non-irradiated 

regions as show in panel c).
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Table 1. Irradiation dose dependency of the thin film magnetic properties.

Dose Keff Δ I c
−¿¿ I c

+¿¿ Jc
−¿ ¿ Jc

+¿¿
Jc

th η ηi

ions nm-2 kJ m-3 mA mA MAcm-2 MAcm-2 MA cm-2 ps fs

0 537 133 -7.5 7.5 -6.0 6.0 459 109 15.0

1 521 129 -7.5 7.5 -6.0 6.0 442 106 15.5

20 257 64 -6.2 7.5 -5.0 6.0 184 68 31.4

30 153 39 -1.0 3.3 -0.8 2.7 85 1381 52.7

50 38 9 – – – – – – –

The properties are: effective anisotropy Keff, thermal stability criterion  Δ, negative and positive 

critical currents  I c
−¿ , I c

+¿¿ ¿, current densities  Jc
−¿ ,J c

+¿¿ ¿, the theoretical current density  Jc
th determined 

using Eq. (3) with µ0Hx = 150 mT, and an effective spin hall angle  θSH= 0.332,33, the switching 

efficiency η, determined with  ρ = 9.67 µΩ.cm using eq. (4), and intrinsic efficiency ηi using eq. 
(5). Note that for 50 ions/nm2, only switching of adjacent unirradiated regions was detected. 
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Table 2. Comparing Switching Efficiencies.

Stack Jc a) Bx Δ  b) P c) η d) ηi Ref.

MA cm-2 mT PW m-3 ps fs

Ta 3/Co 0.6/AlOx 1.6 78
47.
5

74 94 0.59
2.1
9

10

Ta 3/Pt 5/Co 0.6/Cr 2/Ta 5 2.70 20 195 0.47 106
2.3
0

28

Ta 3/Pt 5/Co 0.8/W 3/TaOx 2 2.30 5 136 0.42 69
0.7
8

34

Ta 5/ CoFeB 1.1/ MgO 2/ Ta 2 3.09 20 56 1.91 14
0.1
9

35

Bi2Se3 7.4 e)/CoTb 4.6/SiNx 3 1.72 350 356 2.48 6.23
0.2
3

36

Pt 5/ BaFe12O19 3 f) 3 100 73 0.54 201
0.4
2

27

a) If Jc
– ≠ J c

+¿ ,¿ then the smaller of the two values is taken; b) calculated for µ0Hx = 0; c) when not reported, calculated using bulk 

resistivity values, from37; d) when not reported, literature values of θSH were taken from38, and for multilayers with adjacent layers 

of opposite  θSH, the magnitude of the larger one was chosen;  e) topological insulator used for spin injection;  f) ferromagnetic 

insulator.
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